
May 6, 2013 

Over, please... 

Let’s All Celebrate! Day of the Teacher Is May 8! 
Camino Federal Credit Union is celebrating Day of the Teacher with a gift for each member of the Monte-
bello Teachers Association. 
Each of us will receive a  
band aid kit with both the 
Camino and the MTA logos.  

“Day of the Teacher” arose 
out of legislation co-
sponsored by CTA and the 
Association of Mexican 
American Educators. Sen. 
Joseph Montoya (D-El Mon-
te) wrote the bill and it was 
adopted in 1982 as Senate 
Bill 1546. California has pat-
terned its celebration after 
the traditional “El Dia del 
Maestro” festivities observed in Mexico and other Latin American countries. 

The Association Sunshines Articles to Open this Spring 
The current contract expires June 30, 2013. The Bargaining Team Chairperson is 
Gilbert Gomez (MHS). His team includes Paul Chavez (SHS), David Navar (WGE), 
Larry McKiernan (SUI), and Alma Orta (SUE).  
The Association had a bargaining survey on line from February 19-March 12, 
held an open hearing March 12, and has met with members, and accepted writ-

ten input. After reviewing all that has been offered, the Council voted to open the following articles for 
negotiations. 

Article IV. Hours and Assignments 
Article VIII. Class Size and Facilities Planning 

Article XII. Wages 
Article XIII. Transfer and Reassignment Policy 

Article XIV. Health and Welfare Benefits 
Article XVII. Safety, Security, and General Working Conditions 

Additionally, the District and Association have been working on Article. XVIII. Evaluation Procedures. A 
joint committee has been meeting since fall and plan to have recommendations for this round of negotia-
tions. The District may also open additional articles. The first Bargaining date is expected in early June.  

 

 



Smarter Balanced is a state-led consortium creating next-generation student assessments that will be available in the 
2014-15 school year. Accessibility is a core principle of the design process. The Smarter Balanced assessment system will 
provide accurate measures of achievement and growth for students with disabilities and English language learners. The 
assessments will address visual, auditory, and physical access barriers—allowing virtually all students to demonstrate what 
they know and can do.  

Key Features of Smarter Balanced
u   Includes tools that will improve accessibility for all students, 

while also supporting accommodations to meet the needs 
of students with disabilities and English language learners.

u       Optional interim assessments provide information about 
student progress throughout the year to help teachers 
differentiate instruction.

u    Measures student achievement and growth in English 
language arts/literacy and mathematics in grades 3-8  
and 11.

Designed for All Students
The Smarter Balanced assessment system uses technology to 
deliver assessments that fit the needs of individual students. 
Items and tasks will be associated with a variety of accessibility 
tools and accommodations that can be delivered to students 
automatically based on their profile.

Accessibility tools include, but are not limited to: foreground and 
background colors; tactile presentation of content (e.g., Braille); 
and translated presentation of content in signed form and select 
languages. Online delivery of Smarter Balanced assessments 
ensures that students can take a test individualized to meet 
their needs at the same time as their peers. 
 

Developed with Experts
Smarter Balanced is working with educators, students, and 
experts in the field to design and test the assessment system. 
In addition to a state-led Accessibility and Accommodations 
Work Group, the Consortium works with advisory panels on 
English language learners and students with disabilities to 
ensure that the assessments are developed using principles of 
Universal Design and research-based best practices.

In 2012, member states, Smarter Balanced staff, and leading 
experts contributed to the development of a conceptual 
framework that will guide the development of common test 
accessibility and accommodations policies. This model 
will help ensure that students with special needs receive 
appropriate supports no matter where they live. In addition, 
Smarter Balanced is conducting research to better understand 
how English language learners and students with disabilities 
respond to computer-based assessment items and performance 
tasks, as well as accessibility and accommodations tools. 

In early 2013, Smarter Balanced will conduct a Pilot 
Test across Smarter Balanced member states to better 
understand how students respond to assessment items. In 
addition, all assessment items and performance tasks will 
be reviewed for accessibility, style, and bias and sensitivity 
before being administered to ensure they minimize or 
eliminate barriers to participation and provide accurate 
measurement of student ability.

Assessment Implementation Timeline
u	 2011-12 school year—Develop accessibility and 

accommodations policy framework 
u  2013-14 school year—Disseminate documents and 

training materials to support professional learning
u  2014-15 school year—Implementation of  

assessment system

Smarter Balanced Accessibility and Accommodations:
Meeting the Needs of All Students

SmarterBalanced.org

Learn More and Get InvoLved
Visit SmarterBalanced.org to learn more about the Smarter 
Balanced Assessment Consortium and sign-up to receive our 
monthly eNewsletter. For more information, please contact 
Magda Chia (Magda.Chia@SmarterBalanced.org), director of 
support for under-represented students. 


